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WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND
 To know when to seek a coach
or mentor and to learn how to
be a coach or mentor.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
 Executives
and
senior
managers who want to
improve the way they develop
others, transfer knowledge and
experience, and excel in
succession management.
 Middle managers who need to
learn how to receive and give
coaching and mentoring.


Any
professional
who
understands that a successful
and fulfilling career is not done
alone, but with the help of
others, such as experienced
and inspiring coaches and
mentors at all stages of their
career.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
In a highly successful organization, one will find a strong and compelling
culture for coaching and mentoring. These practices are essential factors in
guiding, developing, and inspiring the employees to grow themselves and the
organization exponentially.
This very interactive, six-hour on line seminar will inform and challenge you
to explore and learn about the attributes of effective coaching and mentoring
and identify how to seek and be a coach and mentor.
In this seminar, you will:









Define coaching and mentoring
Identify the differences between coaching and mentoring
Why should we care? Why do we care?
What do you want in a coach?
Best practices of mentoring
Mentoring successes and failures
Well known and respected coaches and mentors
Learn the “21 Leadership Secrets of Success”

Coaching and mentoring is one of the greatest gifts of being a genuine leader
and all highly successful organizations need more of these exceptional
individuals.

INSTRUCTOR BIOGRPAHY:
Rear Admiral Michael Giorgione (Ret.) served for 29 years in the Navy’s Civil Engineer Corps and retired in 2010.
He served in leadership positions around the world and held four commands during his career, including the unique
assignment as Commanding Officer at the Presidential Retreat at Camp David. After four years in the private
sector, he moved full time to devote his time and energy to leadership development and executive coaching through
LeadingLeaders. In 2017, he published his first book, Inside Camp David: The Private World of the Presidential
Retreat and has spoken at presidential libraries and many community events around the country.
Mike is a 1981 graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, with a B.S. degree in Ocean Engineering and an M.S. degree
in Civil Engineering from Penn State. He is an honor graduate from the Defense Language Institute and also holds
executive business certificates from the Fuqua School of Business at Duke University and the Kenan-Flagler School
of Business at UNC Chapel Hill. He is a registered engineer in Pennsylvania and an SAME Fellow.
COURSE POINT OF CONTACT

Michael A. Giorgione, mike@leadingleaders.org, 619-495-7983

